Feedback-induced switching between two nonlinear dynamical states is observed in a semiconductor laser. The single-mode laser is subject to optical feedback in the long-cavity regime. In every round-trip time τ, the feedback is found to switch the laser from a stable state to a periodic state. The stable state corresponds to a continuous-wave emission at a single optical frequency. The periodic state corresponds to emission at another optical frequency with sidebands generated from a sustained relaxation oscillation. Such regular switching between the stable and periodic states is first unveiled numerically. Experimentally, the resultant intensity time series is confirmed as comprising of a square-wave envelope repeating in τ, which is modulated on a microwave carrier near the relaxation resonance frequency. Additionally, the duty cycle for the periodic state is found as continuously tunable by adjusting the feedback strength. The tunable state switching is applicable to square-wave modulated photonic microwave generation. Semiconductor lasers subject to perturbations exhibit a wide range of nonlinear dynamics for the generation of a number of photonic microwave signals [1] [2] [3] [4] . The most investigated perturbation is through optical feedback because of the simplicity as well as the high dimensionality [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Optical feedback induces nonlinear dynamics as in the stable, periodic, quasiperiodic, and chaotic states. The stable state is useful in yielding continuous-wave emission with linewidth reduction [11, 17] . The periodic state normally gives regular pulsation at microwave frequencies, where mode-locked pulses were recently obtained using quantum-dot lasers [18, 19] . The quasi-periodic state outputs pulses with modulated amplitudes [14, 20] . The chaotic state generates broadband microwave signals for niche applications, such as random bit generation, secure communication, and target ranging [21] [22] [23] . Also, a state of pulse packages in the short-cavity regime gives pulses of relatively irregular amplitudes, which repeat in packages at the relaxation resonance frequency [24, 25] . As for the state of low-frequency fluctuation, a recent real-time frequency analysis disclosed the rapid drifts between the solitary laser mode and fast pulsation modes in different time fragments [26, 27] .
Optical feedback can also lead to switching between modes in multimode lasers. Polarization-rotated feedback can cause polarization mode switching in edge-emitting lasers and vertical-cavity surface emitting lasers [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . Counter-directional feedback can cause directional mode switching in semiconductor ring lasers [34, 35] . Such mode switching forces different modes to emit alternatively, resulting in an intensity time series as square-waves, which are often accompanied by fluctuations or damped relaxation oscillations. It is applicable to optical digital signal processing or clock generation [35, 36] . Recently, switching between chaotic and laminar dynamical states was observed in a single-mode laser by using a photonic integrated circuit to realize on-chip feedback [15, 16] . However, as a phenomenon of intermittency, the switching does not occur regularly [15, 16] . It gives bursts of chaos that are separated by some unpredictable laminar times.
In this Letter, switching between the stable and periodic states is found for a semiconductor laser subject to optical feedback. The switching occurs regularly for the single-mode laser in every feedback round-trip time τ, which is much longer than the reciprocal of the relaxation resonance frequency f r . The stable state emits in continuous-wave at a single optical frequency, whereas the periodic state emits at another optical frequency with sidebands separated by a frequency f 0 near f r due to sustained relaxation oscillation. Numerically, the regular switching between the stable and periodic states is first unveiled based on the rate-equation model. Experimentally, the switching results in an emission intensity time series that comprises of a square-wave envelope repeating in τ, which is modulated on a microwave carrier at f 0 . In addition, as the feedback strength varies, the periodic state occupies a duty cycle that is continuously tunable. Such tunable state switching is useful for photonic microwave generation with square-wave modulation. Figure 1 shows the schematic of a single-mode semiconductor laser subject to optical feedback. Light emitted from the laser is launched into a piece of fiber, transmitted from port 2 to 3 of a circulator, coupled through a fiber coupler (FC1), and then fed back via port 1 to 2 of the circulator into the laser. The normalized strength of the feedback field is denoted by ξ, which can be tuned using a variable optical attenuator (OA). The feedback round-trip time is denoted as τ for the emission from the laser to propagate back into the laser. The polarization of the feedback light is adjusted, by a polarization controller (PC), to match that of the laser. Such conventional optical feedback on the laser is known for inducing different nonlinear dynamical states, though not yet known for yielding regular switching between stable and periodic states, as elucidated below.
Numerically, the laser is described by the intracavity field amplitude at, in reference to the free-running optical frequency ν 0 of the laser, and the normalized charge carrier densitỹ nt. Its dynamics under feedback in Fig. 1 is governed by the rate equations based on the Lang-Kobayashi model [5, 13] :
where the cavity decay rate γ c 5.36 × 10 11 s −1 , the spontaneous carrier relaxation rate γ s 5.96 × 10 9 s −1 , the differential carrier relaxation rate γ n 7.53 × 10 9 s −1 , the nonlinear carrier relaxation rate γ p 1.91 × 10 10 s −1 , the linewidth enhancement factor b 3.2, and the normalized bias current above thresholdJ 1.222 are adopted from a typical semiconductor laser [13] . The optical feedback phase is set at zero for simplicity. The laser has a relaxation resonance frequency f r of about 10 GHz. Second-order Runge-Kutta integration on Eqs. (1) and (2) with a time step of 1 ps yields the time-varying emission at. Figure 2 shows the optical spectrograms of the laser emission simulated under a feedback strength of ξ 0.02 at different feedback round-trip times τ. Each spectrogram is obtained by applying a short-time Fourier transform with a 0.5 ns Gaussian sliding window on at, thereby revealing the realtime evolution of the optical spectrum [18, 26] . In Fig. 2(a) , with τ of 0.02 ns being much shorter than 1∕f r , the feedback is in the short-cavity regime. The laser is in a stable state, maintaining a continuous-wave emission at a single optical frequency ν s , which is 4 GHz below the free-running optical frequency ν 0 . The emission is supported by an external cavity mode that is redshifted by the antiguidance effect [13, 15] . In Fig. 2(b) , τ is increased to 0.2 ns in becoming comparable to 1∕f r . The laser is no longer stable, but enters a periodic state. The main emission is now at an optical frequency ν p near ν 0 and is accompanied by sidebands separated by f 0 8.8 GHz.
The sidebands stem from undamping the relaxation oscillation at f r into a sustained periodic oscillation at the slightly shifted f 0 [6, 13] . As for Fig. 2 (c) with τ further increased to 2 ns, the feedback induces switching between the stable and periodic states. The feedback is in the long-cavity regime with τ being much longer than 1∕f r . From time t 0 to 0.3τ, the spectrogram initially shows the stable state emitting only at ν s . From t 0.3τ to τ, a switch to the periodic state is observed with an emission at ν p accompanied by sidebands separated by f 0 . The frequency components start to strengthen nearly simultaneously and are then maintained over the duration of 0.7τ. Then, at t τ, the initial emission at ν s is fed back to the laser, forcing the laser to return to the stable state at ν s . The switching between the stable and periodic states continues regularly in every τ. Essentially, the state switching is much more regular when compared to the irregular intermittencies or lowfrequency fluctuations [16, 27] . The switching of states within a feedback round-trip time resembles the interesting chimera states, which have been studied in optoelectronic oscillators with electronic feedback [37, 38] . Nonetheless, for single-mode lasers with optical feedback, Fig. 2(c) first reveals the regular switching between the stable and periodic states. It is generally possible in the simulation with τ > 1 ns. The optical frequency components are dependent on the parameters of the feedback and the laser. The following focuses on regular switching between stable and periodic states.
Experimentally, Fig. 1 is implemented using a 1.55 μm single-mode distributed-feedback laser (FITEL FRL15DCW5-A81-19327). The laser has a threshold of 10 mA when temperature-stabilized at 21°C. It has a relaxation resonance frequency of approximately f r 10 GHz when biased at 50 mA. The laser is coupled with a packaged fiber pigtail with a nominal coupling efficiency of 0.5, emitting about 9 mW at the end of the pigtail at position T . After the circulator, FC1 splits 70% of the power for passing through the attenuator OA, so that about 86 μW returns to T for feeding back into the laser. The feedback polarization is matched to the laser by adjusting PC as indicated by its threshold reduction [39] . So the feedback strength ξ, proportional to the feedback field amplitude at the laser, is estimated as 0.024 [13] . The feedback round-trip time τ in the experiment is about 63 ns in the long-cavity regime. For detection, FC1 sends the remaining 30% of the laser emission as the output through a 50:50 fiber coupler (FC2) to an optical spectrum analyzer (YOKOGAWA AQ6370) and to a photodetector (PD), which actually comprises an erbium-doped fiber preamplifier connected to a 50 GHz detector (u2t XPDV2120RA). The electrical output of PD is split for monitoring by a 12 GHz real-time oscilloscope (Agilent DSO90254A) and by a power spectrum analyzer (Agilent N9010A) with a microwave amplifier (Agilent 83006A). In practice, using a slower dc-coupled detector (Thorlabs DET01CFC), the high-speed ac-coupled PD is calibrated for the offset and responsivity at the oscilloscope. Figures 3 and 4 experimentally demonstrate the switching between stable and periodic states. In Fig. 3(a) , the optical spectrum is shown around the free-running optical frequency ν 0 193.47 THz of the laser. It is recorded by the optical spectrum analyzer in Fig. 1 with a sweep time of 1 s and a limited resolution bandwidth of 2.5 GHz. On one hand, the spectrum in Fig. 3(a) has a strong component at ν s , of about 3 GHz below ν 0 . The component is attributed to a stable state. On the other hand, the spectrum also has a relatively strong component at ν p of about 2 GHz above ν 0 , where the next strongest components are at ν p − f 0 and then at ν p f 0 with f 0 8.36 GHz in the experiment. There are a number of sidebands separated by multiples of f 0 around ν p , as indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 3(a) , which are attributed to a periodic state. Similarly to Fig. 2(c) , the optical spectrum in Fig. 3(a) comprises of the component at ν s for the stable state and the components at ν p with sidebands separated by multiples of f 0 for the periodic state. Both the stable state and the periodic state contribute to Fig. 3(a) because the sweep time of the optical spectrum analyzer is much slower than τ.
Although the experimental optical spectrum in Fig. 3 (a) lacks temporal resolution, the temporal switching of the optical frequency components can be deduced from the corresponding power spectrum in Fig. 3(b) . Due to the beating of ν p and its sidebands separated by f 0 in Fig. 3(a) , the power spectrum in Fig. 3(b) peaks at f 0 and its harmonics. The power spectrum in Fig. 3(b) does not have any strong peak at ν p − ν s ≈ 5 GHz, indicating the absence of beating between the optical frequency components at ν s and ν p , which implies the lack of temporal overlap for the emissions at ν s and ν p . In other words, Fig. 3(b) indicates that the laser alternatively switches between the stable state at ν s and the periodic state at ν p with sidebands. Also, the power spectrum is recorded in a zoomed frequency range around the microwave carrier at f 0 in Fig. 3(c) . There are discrete frequency components equally separated by 1∕τ 16 MHz, which corresponds to the frequency of the switching.
The linewidths of the microwave carrier at f 0 and its sidebands separated by 1∕τ are measured to be less than 25 kHz, as the switching occurs regularly in every τ. Such a spectrum comprising of discrete components from the frequency mixing of f 0 and 1∕τ is often observed in quasi-periodic dynamics [9, 15] . The regular switching between the stable and periodic states in Fig. 3 is more directly recorded by the associated intensity time series. Figure 4 shows the time series as normalized to the freerunning intensity of the laser. The feedback strength ξ is set at 0.024, 0.026, and 0.027 for Figs. 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c) , respectively, with a constant τ 63 ns. Whereas column (i) has a time span of 3τ, column (ii) is zoomed to a much smaller span as the state switches. For Fig. 4(a) with ξ of 0.024, the time series corresponds to the spectra in Fig. 3 . From time t 0 to about 0.5τ, Fig. 4(a-i) shows a nearly constant intensity at around 1, as indicative of the stable state. From t 0.5τ to τ, the laser is switched to the periodic state as the intensity becomes oscillatory in Fig. 4(a-i) , where the oscillation at f 0 8.36 GHz is observed in Fig. 4(a-ii) . The intensity periodically varies between 1.12 and 0.92 in yielding an oscillation amplitude of 0.2. Such an oscillation corresponds to the peak at f 0 in Fig. 3(b) that is mainly due to the beating of the optical frequency components at ν p and ν p − f 0 in Fig. 3(a) . Then, the switching between the stable and periodic states repeats regularly in every τ, where the periodic state occupies a duty cycle of 0.5 in Fig. 4(a) . The experimental results in Fig. 4 qualitatively agree with the numerical results in Fig. 2(c) , demonstrating the regular switching between the stable and periodic states. Practically, the state switching generates the intensity time series with the microwave carrier at f 0 that is modulated by a square-wave envelope repeating in τ. The result can be viewed as quasi-periodicity because the oscillatory carrier is modulated by an envelope [40] .
State switching continues to be observed in Fig. 4(b) as ξ increases to 0.026, where the stable state switches to the periodic state at t 0.7τ in yielding a reduced duty cycle of 0.3 for the periodic oscillation. In Fig. 4(c) as ξ increases to 0.027, the switch to the periodic state is postponed to t 0.9τ for a further reduced duty cycle of 0.1. State switching enables not only square-wave modulated photonic microwave generation [2, 14] , but also a continuous tuning of the duty cycle. Figure 5 (a) plots the duty cycle (in closed circles) versus the feedback strength ξ. For small ξ, the laser remains solely in the stable state without any switching, so the duty cycle for the periodic state is zero. By increasing ξ beyond 0.020, the laser starts to exhibit switching between stable and periodic states. The duty cycle for the periodic state increases to 0.5 when ξ reaches 0.024, as in Fig. 4(a-i) . A continual increase of ξ eventually results in a continuous reduction of the duty cycle in Fig. 5(a) . The duty cycle returns to zero at ξ of around 0.030 as the laser returns to the stable state without switching. Thus, in state switching, the periodic state occupies a duty cycle that is continuously tunable between 0.5 and 0 by varying ξ at a fixed bias current of 50 mA. A wider tuning range is possible when the bias is adjusted in Fig. 5(b) at ξ 0.026. For completeness, the squares in Fig. 5(a) plot the time-averaged normalized intensity of the laser, which remains nearly independent of ξ because of the relatively weak feedback. The triangles then show a nearly constant oscillation amplitude for the periodic state, though the associated oscillation frequency f 0 (in open circles) gradually reduces when ξ increases. In any case, state switching is observed only over a narrow range of ξ from 0.020 to 0.030, as both stable and periodic states have to be supported by the feedback alternatively.
To summarize, state switching in a semiconductor laser with feedback is unveiled both numerically and experimentally. The feedback induces regular switching between the stable and periodic states in the long-cavity regime. The resultant intensity time series contains a square-wave envelope that is repeating in the feedback round-trip time τ and is modulated on a microwave carrier at f 0 near the relaxation resonance frequency of the laser, where the periodic state occupies a continuously tunable duty cycle. Such a tunable state switching can be of interest in square-wave modulated photonic microwave generation. 
